
Launching Kickstarter Campaign for
DREAMERS Collector Edition

Milan, Italy - 18 October 2023

PlaySys, the indie studio behind DREAMERS adventure video game, is thrilled to
introduce our DREAMERS Collector's Edition campaign. This limited edition treasure pays
homage to the golden era of classic gaming starting on Kickstarter on Friday, October 20th.

The Art Book: Our hardcover art book offers over 200 pages filled with images, renders,
concepts, and behind-the-scenes insights. It's an essential addition for collectors and
devoted fans, providing a nostalgic journey into the game's visual universe.

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/playsys/dreamers-video-game-collector-edition
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/playsys/dreamers-video-game-collector-edition


The Original Soundtrack: Featuring over 30 tracks and a total playtime of approximately
2 hours, this original soundtrack was meticulously composed for DREAMERS. If you've
enjoyed it on major music streaming platforms since 2022, prepare for something even
more special - the vinyl record! A carefully curated selection of tracks from the game's
original score, professionally remastered for the highest audio quality in a 12`` vinyl record.

Why Kickstarter? We've opted for a Kickstarter campaign to expand our presence within
the gaming community and connect with genre enthusiasts. It's also an exciting opportunity
for fans to join us in this journey, support the project, and secure their limited-edition
copies. In our Kickstarter campaign, we offer the art book, the vinyl record, and a special
bundle containing both pieces.

DREAMERS VIDEO GAME COLLECTOR EDITION 

 

Our DREAMERS Collector's Edition is a piece of gaming history, created with a passion for
true fans. While the game is available on PlayStation and Xbox since September 1st, this
Collector's Edition is our heartfelt tribute to the nostalgia of old-school adventures and the
joy of holding something precious in your hands.

Join us on this adventure and let's make this Collector's Edition a reality to preserve a
cherished nostalgia for generations to come.

USEFUL LINKS
 

DREAMERS video game official website
 
DREAMERS on PlayStation
 
DREAMERS on Xbox
 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/playsys/dreamers-video-game-collector-edition
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/playsys/dreamers-video-game-collector-edition
https://www.dreamers-game.com/
https://store.playstation.com/concept/10002104
https://www.xbox.com/games/store/dreamers/9n34kbqn60zw


DREAMERS Collector Edition on Kickstarter
 
DREAMERS official soundtrack on Spotify
 
DREAMERS Video Game press kit (pdf)
 
DREAMERS media kit with high-res images (zip)
 
DREAMERS Gameplay Launch Trailer for Xbox
 
DREAMERS Cinematic Launch Trailer for Xbox
 
DREAMERS Cinematic Launch Trailer for PlayStation

For more information about DREAMERS video game and PlaySys, an exclusive
interview with the developer, and behind-the-scenes stories about the team

contact us at press@playsys.it

ABOUT THE DEVELOPER
PLAYSYS® is a software and videogame

development studio founded in 2007.

www.play-sys.com

Piazza	Fratelli	Bandiera	13
20129	Milan,	Italy

+	39	02	8905	8514

press@playsys.it

www.play-sys.com
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